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Program Details
FRIDAY October 12
12 noon

Registration: Lobby‐ Windsor Riverside Inn
Meet ‘n Greet, Brown Bag Lunch. Take this opportunity to introduce yourself
and meet your fellow delegates.

1:00 pm

Trolley from Windsor Riverside Inn to Essex County Civic Centre

1:45 pm

Essex County Civic Centre, Committee Room C
Set up artist displays
WELCOME from Mayor Ron McDermott, Town of Essex

2:00 pm

MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS: Marnie Richards, Executive Director of Brampton Arts
Council, Victoria Mountain, Special Projects Coordinator, Community
Development & Service Planning and Jamie Lowery, Commissioner of
Community Services, City of Brampton discuss methods of working through
municipal policies and processes that launched the public art program in
Brampton, Ontario.
PUBLIC‐PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS : The Bell Box Murals Project is a
collaboration that resulted in 48 original murals by community artists on Bell
Canada outdoor equipment boxes in Toronto, Ontario. Project director
Michael Cavanaugh shares lessons learned about putting together successful
public‐private community art partnerships.

4:00 pm

MURAL TOUR OF ESSEX: The murals in our host town depict a unique history,
led by the vision, enterprise and courage of its people. Join a tour of the
downtown Essex mural gallery led by Marlene Markham‐Gay, from the Essex
Business Improvement Area.
USING B72 FOR MURAL RESTORATION: Following the tour, a demonstration
by artist Wayne Winiecki, ‘The Mural Medic’, from 29 Palms, CA, who is
completing a “pilgrimage” across North America restoring murals in towns
along his route.

5:00 pm

Reception at Historic Railway Station, downtown Essex

6:30 pm

Trolley from Essex to Windsor Riverside Inn
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SATURDAY October 13
8:00 am

Breakfast: Dining Room ‐ Windsor Riverside Inn

9:30 am

Trolley from Windsor Riverside Inn to Essex County Civic Centre

10:15 am

Location: Essex County Civic Centre, Council Chambers
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Meg Saligman, Mural Artist
Explore an inside look at her two decades of mural art. Meg’s iconic public art
works combine the classical with the contemporary, painted with a master’s
skill that consistently breaks new ground and forwards the way public art is
conceived and executed. From some of the world’s largest exterior murals to
her meticulously crafted interiors, Meg will lead us through an in depth look
at her process, ideas and best practice in mural making techniques.

12:15 pm

Lunch & networking

1:15 pm

Essex County Civic Centre, Committee Room C
PROJECT ESSENTIALS ‐ PART 1: MURAL HEALTH & SAFETY BASICS
Shelley Marchand, Health and Safety Coordinator for the Town of Essex will
focus on hazards associated with mural painting, including scaffolding and fall
arrest equipment, traffic/pedestrian safety, cleaning chemicals and material
safety data sheets.
PROJECT ESSENTIALS ‐ PART 2: MURAL CONTRACTS – Practical information
on contracts for artists, property owners and project management
organizations, with Karin Eaton, Executive and Artistic Director, Mural Routes

2:45 pm

Refreshment break

3:00 pm

VISUAL‐TACTILE MURALS ‐ Carol Knowlton‐Dority, artist/educator, shares
her work creating visual‐tactile murals created for the residents of DeafBlind
Ontario Services. New mediums and approaches create murals that offer a
multi‐sensory experience for effective therapy, creative teaching and
expanding life experiences.

4:15 pm

Trolley from Essex to Windsor Riverside Inn.
Free evening.
Join your fellow delegates for dinner and networking
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SUNDAY October 14
8:30 am

Breakfast: Macdonald Cartier Room ‐ Windsor Riverside Inn

9:30 am

DEBUNKING THE FEAR OF FUNDRAISING: How beliefs, fear and stress about
fundraising in difficult economic times affects our ability to succeed in
reaching our goals, with Louise Garfield, Executive Director, Arts Etobicoke

10:30 am

FOCUS ON PROJECT MANAGEMENT ROUNDTABLE: A brief report on the
MCMP Conference in Valencia and current practices in restoration, financial
tracking and other pressing issues raised by delegates.

12:30 pm

Wrap up and adjournment
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Friday, October 12:
Essex County Civic Centre

WELCOME
The 15th National Mural Symposium began with warm words, an opening speech from Mayor Ron
McDermott, Town of Essex who welcomed all delegates and invited us to enjoy and embrace our time in
the town of Essex.
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MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS
Representatives from the public art program in Brampton, Ontario Marnie Richards, Executive Director
of Brampton Arts Council, Victoria Mountain, Special Projects Coordinator, Community Development &
Service Planning and Jamie Lowery, Commissioner of Community Services, City of Brampton discuss
methods of working through municipal policies and processes that launched the public art program.
Below are the notes from their power point presentation.
“7 SIMPLE SUGGESTIONS FOR NAVIGATING THE MUNICIPAL ENVIRONMENT
TO INITIATE A PUBLIC ART PROGRAM”
“Flower City”: More than 100 years ago, Brampton distinguished itself as one of the world’s top flower
producers. Brampton’s roses were proudly known as a symbol of excellence and quality the world over.
Today, as Brampton grows into a cosmopolitan and diverse city, our commitment to quality and
excellence remains unchanged.
DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION & CULTURAL RENAISSANCE
Council commitment and involvement
Flower City Committee of Council
HACE Roundtable (Committee of Council)

Cross Departmental Corporate strategies and initiatives
Downtown revitalization
Arts and Culture Framework
Heritage Arts Culture and Entertainment (HACE) Strategy

Community Services Department
‐Arts and Culture Division
‐Public Art Program
‐Theatre system: Rose Theatre, LBP, Cyril
Clark
‐Heritage Theatre Block cultural reuse
‐Historic Alderlea House restoration

Key Partners
‐Brampton Arts Council
‐ Regional Peel Art Gallery Museum and Archives (PAMA)
‐ Brampton Libraries
‐ Diverse and talented artists from all disciplines and
engaged residents

BRAMPTON ARTS COUNCIL, Mission: To foster and promote the arts in the City of Brampton
The Brampton Arts Council is a charitable, multi‐arts umbrella organization dedicated to:
• the promotion and development of the arts in the City of Brampton
• representing numerous artists and arts groups
• encouraging and recognizing excellence in the arts across the community.
Creativity and art are complex. They appeal to everyone on many levels, in many forms and are
expressed in many ways. For instance...
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PUBLIC ART in particular appeals to many interests. It’s highly visible, can be inspirational and yet is
often controversial. Almost everyone will have something to say about it. Public art has not always been
part of municipal business.
In fact, trying to fit public art into municipal processes can sometimes make you feel like this...

Some might say that artists and bureaucrats go together as well
as oil and water.
Nevertheless, we all can agree that public art is a vital ingredient
in the cultural fabric and streetscape of creative cities and
contributes to the creation of great places.
At this conference we’ve come together because we value public
art. We want to learn and to share our experiences … so
municipalities and artists can feel happy and successful as a
team.
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It’s important that in collaborating on a shared vision artists and municipalities can create inspiring
images for communities. In Brampton, the municipality and the Arts Council have partnered to deliver
art in public spaces to the citizens of Brampton.
THE MISSION OF OUR PUBLIC ART PROGRAM IS:
• to provide cultural leadership
• to guide the evolution of an artistic character for Brampton’s public spaces
• to ensure a visual legacy for our city.
OUR GOALS ARE TO:

Brampton’s Public Art Policy was first drafted in 2009. Based on feedback from local and national arts
communities, it was re‐envisioned in 2011. This new vision is strongly focused on community creative
input and participation. Our Public Art Program is relatively new. We are not the only municipality with
a public art program, nor are we the biggest. We are, however, unique. What makes us unique is the
depth and quality of the partnership between the municipality and our Arts Council. It has awakened
new interest in professional and community public art in Brampton. Because of the success we have had
in renewing interest in public art, we have been asked to speak to you today on: “working through
municipal policies and processes to launch a public art program”.
As relative novices we have 7 simple suggestions that you might consider, if you’re thinking of starting a
public art program. These are based on our first year’s experience ... we hope you find them useful.
9 SUGGESTION #1: PRIDE IN PARTNERSHIP
Partner with your local Arts Council or Arts Association and respect
the tremendous knowledge and experience they bring to the table.
They are your most valuable intermediaries for engaging and
collaborating with the arts community and residents, and for guiding
the selection process.
9 SUGGESTION #2: ESTABLISH SUPPORT
Once you have your policy in place – develop a plan. Get greater “buy‐
in” as you take the plan and projects through your approval process.
Public art will stir up interest and controversy in the community so
don’t forget to communicate regularly with Council and senior
management. Question: What do public murals and road salt have in common?
Nothing.Except the same municipal procurement method is generally used for both.
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9 SUGGESTION #3: FINANCIAL FACILITATION
Develop a strong business relationship with your Financial Services Department and work with them to
develop procurement methods specific to the needs of public art and artistic services.
Ensure policies and procedures are also put in place to allow for up‐front payment to artists for project
start up and that work with your project deadlines.
9 SUGGESTION #4: TALK THE TALK
Use common, accessible language when crafting “Calls for Submissions”, program policies, and any
other related public‐facing documents.
Nothing is more of a deterrent to professional or community artists response to a Call, than if it is full of
“bureau‐speak”. Trust us...we found out the hard way.
9 SUGGESTION #5: COMMUNITY! COMMUNITY! COMMUNITY!
It is called a public art program for a reason. Take every opportunity to involve local arts professionals,
amateurs and community stakeholders in the development and selection process of public art.
Hold public consultations to understand what community visions, needs, and local resources could play
a part in your program.
9 SUGGESTION #6: IN THE PUBLIC EYE
Even the most well conceived public art projects can be met with adverse public reaction.
Have your communication plan in place to manage media, but do allow space for public discussion.
Public art is not just about beautification of the cityscape, it is also about the growth of a culturally
informed and opinionated public. We all know...throughout history art has been controversial.
9 SUGGESTION #7: MAINTAIN YOUR PRECIOUS ASSETS
Ok, the artwork has been created, delivered and installed. Now don’t forget about it!
Have a preventive maintenance plan and a de‐accession policy firmly in place. This will ensure the future
integrity of the artwork, prolong its life, and protect the municipality from public pressure and un‐
needed issue management.
Since launching our Program in late 2011, we’ve been fortunate to successfully expand the existing
collection and move forward on program implementation.
• Re‐envisioning the Public Art Policy and partnering with the Arts Council
• Launch of the municipal Public Art Program webpage
• Development of a community Parks Mural Program
• Development of a Tree Sculptures Program
• Granting of mural funds to a local arts collective
• Installation of definition plaques for all existing public artworks
• Installation of a prominent pop‐up artwork in downtown core
• Late fall 2012: installation of mural project by C5 Artworks
The next step for Brampton’s Public Art Program is to complete its business plan for the expansion of
current operations, including an increase in capital projects and arts community outreach programs.
Maintenance and art conservation will also form an integral aspect of the business plan.
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What is most important to us in managing our Public Art Program, is to value above all else the
partnership shared between the municipality and the Arts Council, and to remain in the spirit of
constant learning and improvement.
After all, we did say that public art has not
always been a part of municipal business...
...But we would certainly like to keep it as
one.
Q: What cities did you look to for
inspiration?
Edmonton,
(http://publicart.edmontonarts.ca)
Americans for the Arts (www.artsusa.org –
great resource), City of Winnipeg & Winnipeg
Arts Council.
Q. About the loss of current murals – who owns the artwork and who has the right to remove it ?
A. Whenever possible, create murals on panels and note the locations of screws –documentation is key!
Ensure paperwork is in order‐ create policy for controversial artwork, for the process of taking down and
relocating, if necessary. Address the importance of estimated life span of a mural, through education i.e.
in the budget quality materials that will affect this. Also, leave room in the budget for maintenance.
PUBLIC‐PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
The Bell Box Murals Project is a collaboration that resulted in 48 original murals by community artists on
Bell Canada outdoor equipment boxes in Toronto, Ontario. Project director Michael Cavanaugh shares
lessons learned about putting together successful public‐private community art partnerships.
•
•

Since 2009 a total of 48 Bell outdoor equipment boxes have been painted in Toronto
A unique partnership between the Seeds of Hope Foundation, Bell Canada, StART (City of
Toronto) and local residents associations.

The Bell Box Murals Project works closely with neighbourhood associations:
• Church Wellesley Neighbourhood
• Bay Cloverhill Community Association
Association
• Greater Yorkville Residents Association
• Danforth East Community
• Volunteer jury of community arts
Association.
professionals
• Paint donated by Benjamin Moore
• Neighbourhood Arts Network & Mural Routes
• Artists from the Yellow Door Learning
Centre and other community arts
organizations
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1088 Yonge St.

•
•

348 Jarvis St.

This year we received 32 submissions ‐ 16 selected based on samples and sketch
Theme: historical photographs of neighbourhood

Graffiti Abatement
• Boxes that needed to be cleaned as often as once a week now go years with minimum tagging
or vandalism
• The project is supported by StreetARToronto (StART), a public/private initiative of the City of
Toronto's Public Realm section specifically designed to enhance the public space and tackle the
problem of graffiti vandalism.
Yellow Door Leaning Centre
• The Seeds of Hope Foundation: 6 St. Joseph House, a creative community centre in downtown
Toronto houses the Yellow Door Learning Centre.
• Asset‐Based Community Development – concept developed by John McKnight, Community
Development using existing strengths and resources
• Yellow Door programs are based on the belief that people can heal themselves through shared
creative activities
• Bell box mural project uses existing assets: infrastructure, skills, and talents
Benefit of Murals Project
• Replaces graffiti vandalism and postering with original works of art
• Provides income and experience for artists
• Makes the streets more inviting for residents, visitors and local businesses
• Enhances residents’ sense of belonging – their neighbourhood is uniquel!
• Brings together businesses, community organizations, artists, residents and local governments
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“The Downtown Bell Equipment Box Murals initiative is a common effort of businesses, municipal government, community
associations and non‐profit organizations working together to create more beautiful streetscapes. “
Ward 27 Councillor Kristyn Wong‐Tam

26 Dundas St. E.
“The Bell box murals are a wonderful showcase for our talented Toronto artists, and their works contribute to the vibrancy of
the Yonge & Bloor Neighbourhood in enhancing the public realm through their colourful and thoughtful artwork. “
Gee Chung, President, Greater Yorkville Residents Association
“The Downtown Bell Box Murals project has been an unqualified success for our neighbourhood going back three years.
Residents of our community continually express their gratitude as 32 eye‐sores have become valued aesthetic improvements
that magically have been transformed into respected places devoid of graffiti and posters.”
Paul Farrelly, Church Wellesley Neighbourhood Association

Michael stressed that this project’s “Strength derives from its inclusiveness.”
9 Juried based on community‐arts ideals, critiques, questions and priorities.
9 Graffiti abatement (StART Toronto), emphasize that these kinds of projects are pre‐emptive and
actually end up saving money.
9 Yellow Door Learning Center “asset‐based community development”, idea that people can heal
themselves through creative activities. Art is created through mentoring – trainer/trainee.
9 Community gains a sense of belonging. Their area is unique. The importance of culture, and
pride. “Authentic, soulful creation done just for the sake of it” People are really beginning to
appreciate it.
9 Funding: First year – grant from the city of Toronto. Second Year – Bell paid maintenance and
communication. 16 murals / year. We do also have business contributions – businesses are a
very big part of community (its assets).
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9 Must understand the needs of both sectors‐ identifying those in the company who support and
participate). Importance of project management, so they can do what they need. (i.e.
testimonials, photos, advertising etc) what are needs of private sector that we are serving and
this project (you have to put that work in.)
Next steps:
‐

Use as a template, to be more pervasive. Michael would like to help other people do it – share
knowledge, the system i.e. equip neighbourhoods to get their own boxes.

‐

Inspire other small mural projects: Smaller totems of textiles in their ethnic neighbourhood,
multiples to bring unexpected small doses of colour to the drab areas of the city.

MURAL TOUR OF ESSEX
After Michael’s talk, the group was led by Marlene
Markham‐Gray who provided insight, anecdotes, and
historic details as we explored the murals of Essex. The
mural tour was followed by a reception at the Historic
Railway Station, downtown Essex.
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USING B‐72 FOR MURAL RESTORATION
As a last stop of our tour, the group received a demonstration by Wayne Winiecki, who had been
commissioned by the town of Essex to restore a mural, which was the last stop on the tour.
One can use B‐72 to fix colours, then paint retouches, and then finally topcoat with B‐72.
Wayne explained that in addition to restoring and protecting
murals with B‐72, he also looks for structural issues to ensure the
longest lifetime of a mural. Wayne reminded the group that you
MUST protect the top of the mural from water damage, because
structural damage cannot be fixed with B‐72. As a first step, you
must always clean the wall before beginning the restoration
process – Wayne recommends using TSP (Trisodium Phosphate
Powder) and water to take off the dirt.Wayne emphasized that
no mural is the same. He modifies ratio of solvent to the B‐72 to
environment (i.e he uses more solvent if in a humid climate).
Some members of the group brought up the dangers of solvent.
B‐72 is a resin, which is a stable product but it is the Xyline
solvent that allows for the product to melt and be used
as liquid which is cause for concern and anyone using should be
aware and take the proper precautions.
Where can you purchase B‐72? UNIVAR (Washington).
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Saturday, October 13:
Essex County Civic Centre
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: MEG SALIGMAN,
MURAL ARTIST
Meg began her talk by vocalizing her
wish for the group to have an exchange
and be changed. Noting that the group
had not yet introduced themselves, Meg
asked everyone to do so and add what
they would like to get out of her talk.
Responses varied, but included many
things that were touched on during the
keynote session: maintenance,
materials, “collaborative spirit”, encouragement, information to bring back to local councils, large‐scale
civic partnerships, “realizing potential”, and the example of the Philadelphia mural program as civic
model.
Meg Saligman provided and overview and inside look at her two decades of mural art. From some of
the world’s largest exterior murals to her meticulously crafted interiors, Meg led us through an in depth
look at her process, ideas and best practice in mural making techniques.
Monumental murals are a large‐scale civic process.
The most important technical parts of a project: first layers and final layers.
1) Clean Wall (TSP or mild cleaner)
2) Prime wall. Meg recommends A‐100 Sherwin Williams (or comparable 100% acrylic primer or gesso).
Ask local paint stores/experts because your location’s climate matters.
3) Paint : For acrylic, she recommends Sherwin Williams,
Sher‐cryl, or Golden as high‐quality brands.
A small part of the total budget is paint – it is worth the investment!

4) For Top‐coating: Golden MSA Varnish
For more info, contact Amber Normatis, PhD in mural top‐coating.
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Ways to Involve Community
‘Once in a Millennium Moon’
A paint‐by‐numbers process, using inter‐woven media allowed for Meg and her team to organize the
2000 community volunteer painters. Involved participants by giving postcard of the piece they painted.
Meg reminded us to take advantage of community resources – a local seamstress cut out all the fabric
pieces. The non‐woven media was cut into 5 x 6 ft. sheets, the maximum size to be handled by 2 people.
Pieces must primed on both sides of the cloth and painted on one side. Then these sheets are applied
to the wall with acrylic gel, placed on the wall and squeegeed out thoroughly.
“The one thing this world needs more of is people working together with their hands … its magic.”
Meg
Artist assistants
Use them! Meg emphasized the importance
of an intergenerational team, the exchange is
important.

“Passing Through”, a word‐based Public
Mural project throughout the city of
Philadelphia collected and noted words
overheard in conversations of those around
the city.

“Family Portrait” asked for public submissions of what
an ideal family portrait should include, revealing the
tensions of attempting diversity in representation. The
resulting ridiculous family portrait collage poked fun,
and revealed, in the piece itself, an awareness of the
issues and tensions of public art.
Bala House Montessori School
(Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania) – Using children’s
drawings as templates for the stained glass graphic
design.
“Showcase their talent … [you as the artist can do this
by] maintaining artistic control over the design” – Meg
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“Pathways” at the Fox Chase Cancer Center (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Meg asked Blumberg, who
received the Nobel Prize for Medicine, what it takes to make a significant and great discovery. She
imagined he would say something along the lines of number of hours spent in front of a microscope or
possibly number of dollars spent in research; instead, he replied, “One needs to be looking.” This
concept of looking is represented by the many eyes within the composition: the eyes of nurses, doctors,
patients, cafeteria workers, researchers, families — people who make Fox Chase Cancer Center an
outstanding institution. Get creative with how to tangibly involve the locale – Meg collaged old
microscopes and lenses into the composition!
Project Harmony, Omaha Nebraska, a childrens crisis treatment center project based design on drawings
from children who were asked to draw based on
the question “What is a safe space?”
Trends in Mural Art
More content: Broaden the voices of what is
shown in murals. Bring awareness of art‐historical
themes, symbols, and borrow from the greats for
inspiration (e.g. Marc Chagall’s stained glass
window work inspired the stained glass mural
inspired by children’s drawings)
Humour, Dissent as in Family Portrait (Above)
Corporate Funding: New buildings have big
construction budgets – capitalize on this!
e.g. ‘Pathways’ at the Fox Chase Cancer Center (Right)
Chicago: An example of a city with great mural program– in content, process, integrity of murals, a good
balance.
Artistic Integrity
Meg’s iconic public art works combine the classical with the contemporary, painted with a master’s skill
that consistently breaks new ground and forwards the way public art is conceived and executed.
“These projects are only sustained if we keep artistic integrity, the quality of the art.” – Meg
In discussion, the conversation took a turn that brought a few male members of our group to mention
their encouraging bond, self‐described as the “Brotherhood of the Brush”. It should be noted that Meg
closed her Keynote with the official induction ceremony of “Sisterhood of the Stroke”, the first ever all
chick fraternal art club… later named the politically‐correct “Fellowship of the Brush”.
Resources: City of Philadelphia Mural Arts Program http://www.muralarts.org/
“Passing Through” http://megamural.typepad.com/
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PROJECT ESSENTIALS ‐ PART 1: MURAL HEALTH & SAFETY BASICS
Shelley Marchand, Health and Safety Coordinator for the Town of Essex focused her session on the
hazards associated with mural painting, including scaffolding and fall arrest equipment,
traffic/pedestrian safety, cleaning chemicals and material safety data
sheets. Shelly brought what she calls “The Green Book” – The Occupational
Health and Safety Act, her recommendation for reference to any health or
safety‐related question at the workplace. Shelly emphasized that when
renting pieces of equipment, the artist must ensure that they are educated
in all they should know about using of equipment, operating manual, Safety
Data Sheets, etc.
9 Know your roles and responsibilities.
9 Municipalities often have their templates – ask and be aware of
these!
On site:
Manual. First aid kit. Data Sheet. Health req. Photo release forms, Model
release forms. Anything else specific to your unique project.
The Occupational Health and Safety Act and Regulations for Construction projects is recommended for
mural projects as it includes sections of scaffolding, suspended scaffolding, and ladder safety.
Find more resources at: http://www.labour.gov.on.ca/english/hs/topics/construction.php

PROJECT ESSENTIALS ‐ PART 2: MURAL CONTRACTS
Practical information on contracts for artists, property owners and project management organizations,
with Karin Eaton, Executive and Artistic Director, Mural Routes
Karin opened her remarks by stressing the importance of being clear about roles and responsibilities for
all parties involved in a contract. A written contract is important to clarify everything that has been
agreed to. Unfortunately, it has been Karin’s experience that property owners frequently ignore the
terms of the contract, particularly if they wish to make changes to their property after the mural has
been installed. However, that is even more reason that an agreement should be in place with
permissions and other considerations about working onsite, clearly outlined.
When creating a contract for artists Paul Sanderson’s book “Model Agreements for Visual Artists” is
an excellent resource; available from CARFAC.
Every community, wall/site, property owner, artist and mural is unique and requires a customized
contract. You can build on the sample templates, but customize as needed. Examples of these can be
found in the Appendix.
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1) Artists – Call for Interest
¾ Governments usually issue Request for Proposals that are long, detailed and cumbersome to
complete. This might include a request for a quotation – or the amount of payment will be
specified. (No sample) Read everything in the guidelines, submit on time and do not omit
anything that was requested, or the application will be rejected.
¾ Include as much information as possible that will allow the artists to get a thorough
understanding of the proposed project. Include location, site dimensions if possible, style and
theme if it has been predetermined, amount of payment and what that includes,
responsibilities.
¾ Ensure that directions for the application process are very clearly outlined
2) Contracts with Artists
¾ A contract should outline all of the roles and responsibilities of the artist(s) and the employer.
¾ Make sure that both parties understand what has been agreed to so that there is no confusion
about things like scope of work, ownership, method and schedule of payment, timing etc.
Unfortunately, artists are often so eager to get a job that they agree to terms that they will have
difficulty fulfilling, such as completion date.
¾ The contract should be consistent with the terms outlined in the Call for Artists
¾ Working with an artist‐mentor – hiring someone who takes on a higher degree of responsibility
– is a good option if you wish to engage youth and emerging artists. The mentor’s role would
include responsibilities of supervision and training.
3) Contracts with Property Managers
¾ Some Property Managers will only sign very basic agreements which give permission for the
mural to be painted on the property and do not want to be concerned about details. These
types of owners are usually not aware or concerned about issues that might arise and need to
be resolved in the future; such as maintenance for instance.
¾ The basics should at the very least include the location, the type of mural to be created, with
dates of installation if known. A clause about responsibility for damage to the wall and/or the
painting should be included.
¾ It is preferable to have a more detailed agreement that stipulates such items as minimum length
of time for the mural to be on the wall, liability insurance and responsibility for maintenance.
¾ Be aware and prepared for issues if and when the owners of the building change (i.e. they sell
the building… and don’t tell you). The new owners might not know or care to honour existing
agreements for the mural.
¾ Throughout the planning and painting of the mural, ongoing communication is important. Keep
them informed about what is happening on the site. Invite the owners and tenants to a mural
celebration and make sure they are thanked publicly.
¾ If there is an issue, try to maintain the best possible relationship and refer to any agreements
that were signed, or even if they were only made verbally.
¾ Remember the importance of the community to “buy into” murals this way if issues arise, the
local residents might be your best allies.
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Advice for Contracts
¾ Highlight the commercial positives (tourism, attraction)
¾ “Manage the risk as much as you can.” ‐ Karin
¾ Talk to others who are in the business of making and managing murals. Share your experiences;
learn from one another.
¾ Use CARFAC (Canadian Artists’ Representation) Model of Release Form, Photo Release Form
For more resources: CARFAC book Artists’ Contracts: Agreements for Visual and Media Artists (Paul Sanderson)
http://www.carfacontario.ca/page/special‐offer‐artists‐contracts‐carfac‐members_46/

VISUAL‐TACTILE MURALS: Carol Knowlton‐Dority,
artist/educator, shares her work creating visual‐
tactile murals created for the residents of DeafBlind
Ontario Services. New mediums and approaches
create murals that offer a multi‐sensory experience
for effective therapy, creative teaching and
expanding life experiences.

Carol began her talk by explaining that an artist’s role in working
on special projects is still similar to other murals: to make the
client happy through a collaborative process.
“When we undertake this collaborative dialogue it’s a message
to the world telling them that it’s safe to come and do this.”
‐ Carol

Building Tactile Murals
Location: Therapeutic Snoezelen Room, DeafBlind Ontario Services
Task: Create a visual‐tactile mural to fulfil clients’ therapeutic needs. The mural must be full of tactile
diversity and accessibly interactive, while still being safe and its quality standing the test of pushing,
pulling and feeling on a regular basis.
Solution: A few trial‐and‐error pieces, testing materials. Cut‐outs of MDF board, “magicsculpt” resin +
hardener
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Potential realized: It is valuable to put the time and effort in to overcoming “technical hurdles” as murals
move into their interactive, multi‐media potential. Finding the balance between ideas and reality in new,
stretching mural‐making projects: ask yourself, is it do‐able?
Visual‐Tactile Murals – Therapeutic Snoezelroom Process Photos
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1. Building Tactile Surfaces

Mural Support and Background

Developing a Feature:
Tactile Pumpkin

2. Adding Sculptural
Effects

3. Painting 3‐D

Composing

Sketching

1. Identify Area for 3‐D
Elevation

2. Attach to wood support
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3. Add molding

4: Paint 3‐D: Underpaint
darks,

5. finish with medium tones &
highlights

For Installation: Prep Molding, Screw Molding into Anchors

Sunday, October 14:
Windsor Riverside Inn
DEBUNKING THE FEAR OF FUNDRAISING: How beliefs, fear and stress about fundraising in difficult
economic times affects our ability to succeed in reaching our goals, with Louise Garfield, Executive
Director, Arts Etobicoke
Steps of Fundraising for a Project
1) Research
2) Qualify
3) Cultural donors
4) Request ‐ ask!
5) Waiting for responses
6) Stewardship – maintain good relationships with sponsors!
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Louise stressed the importance of what fundraising it really about: people to people, peers to peers ‐ so
attend to these relationships!
Why are we daunted?
Money – It brings up emotions. Examine what these are before embarking on the work.
1) Fundraising is NOT about Money. Money is a tool to unlock possibilities. Be crystal clear, articulate,
passionate about how the money will help to accomplish your goals and the funder’s.
2) The funder is NOT my adversary. Your goal is to have relationship with donor. Understand the donor –
their needs, goals, values and passions. Assume they are you ally even if they turn you down (Ask again).
Requirements and obligations based on policies as to how money will be distributed, does your project
come into alignment?
3) Fundraising is NOT all Hard work & Drudgery. It can be, but it also can be fun. Fundraising can be a
source of inspiration to help you to move forward. It is FUN to see your project move forward. It is
CREATIVE to develop materials.
Common Fears of Fundraising
ONE Fear of personal rejection, that you won’t raise money. Fundraising is not personal, you represent
a goal. A rejection doesn’t mean the end of relationship.
TWO Big Numbers are Scary. Money is only a tool. Amount requested should always be in relation to
the needs of a project. Management is the same for big or small amounts.
THREE Influence and control in relation to amounts given. Your job is to keep your goal in mind –
Watch out, but don’t be afraid. Learn to negotiate effectively.
FOUR Asking for Money is Impolite. Research indicates that donors feel important when approached,
they can make a difference. Focus on donor goals and aspirations and how you can align with these – If
you don’t ask, you don’t get!
Final Advice: Do your research, on government, corporations, foundations, individuals, to asses points
of alignment.
Discussion
What is the difference between donors and sponsors? Donors often expect tax receipts,
acknowledgment, and volunteer opportunities. Sponsors expect advertising and exposure. Have a
contract which defines these expectations and how you will fulfill them.
The same proposal cannot be copied and sent to all potential donors. Research their needs,
specifications, and requirements. Use language of your client. Try to close the deal without losing sight
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of your own goals. As a funder, Lilli Zendel (from City of Toronto’s Street Art program), mentioned that
she can see when someone tries to realign project to fit funding guidelines. Don’t do this; always stick to
your vision!
Research online foundations that support the arts!
What advice is there for small communities seeking funding? You still have many options ‐ Provincial
grants, Ontario Trillium Foundation, Ministry of Agriculture. Develop an idea in collaboration with other
sectors – I,e, with tourism (for example, Essex might collaborate mural projects with local wine tours).

FOCUS ON PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ROUNDTABLE: Karin Eaton gave a brief
report on the MCMP Conference in Valencia,
Debra Daly Hartin (Canadian Conservation
Institute) led a discussion in current practices
in restoration, lively discussion followed on
other pressing issues raised by delegates.

The Modern and Contemporary Murals and Paintings Conference took place in May 2012 at the
Universitat Polytecnica de Valencia, Spain. Karin attended and was invited to present a poster abstract
as well as be a member of the closing panel. She reported that it was a great honour to be there, but it
was out of her normal comfort zone as it was a highly academic conference with most of the presenters
coming from the ranks of painting conservators. Their language and their practice for mural
maintenance and restoration are quite different from that of the people who paint and produce
contemporary murals. The conservators have a strict code of ethics that they follow. They usually
restore paintings and artwork of artists who are no longer living. This created some interesting and quite
heated debate at the final panel discussion. However, there is a lot to be learned for both sides of the
debate and it is encouraging that the field of painting conservation is focussing some energy on
contemporary mural art.
The Case of the Disappearing Murals Presentation is a five minute
power point presentation that Karin presented at the conference.
It outlines the condition of each of the murals created, lost and
restored since the start of the Mural Routes project in 1990.
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Link to the presentation at: http://www.slideshare.net/muralroutes/the‐disappearning‐murals‐of‐east‐toronto

Conservation for Outdoor Murals Debra Daly Hartin, from the Canadian Conservation Institute in
Ottawa, provided a brief and clear summary of conservators’ point of view in restoration. She directed
people to guidelines for mural conservation that she has created to help mural producers deal with
these issues.
See link to Conservation Guidelines for Outdoor Murals, on www.MuralRoutes.com under ‘Learning’
http://www.cci‐icc.gc.ca/caringfor‐prendresoindes/articles/murals/index‐eng.aspx

Mural Mosaic – 2013 Games in Sherbrooke, QC.
As a part of the Legacy project, Canada‐wide every Province & Territory must be represented. In order
to do so, kits (filled with directions, colours, guidelines, etc) will be shipped across the country to
participating artists. Panels will be pre‐primed and sent out with basic kit of colours (to standardize
colours). There will be a website for the Mural Mosaic 2013 to keep everyone updated with how the
project is developing. Next steps: 1) Raise Money 2) Perfect and Decide upon Technique 3) Solidate
project with Partners (i.e. Mural Routes 4) Create Website
The end result will be a travelling mural mosaic, of which the form allows for artists across Canada to
contribute and for transportation across the country.
Apprenticeship
The group discussed the pros and cons of using apprentice artists. Some raised concerns from skill‐level
and working compatibility, to the additional work which may need to be put into the partnership – is it
worth it? Others raised practical solutions for acquiring apprentices, for example through school Fine Art
programs at Colleges or Universities, or through grants paid by government or other organizations
dedicated to funding youth/ emerging artist employment and skill building.
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Speaker Biographies
Michael Cavanaugh
Since 2009 Michael has been the director of the Bell Box Murals Project, a public art
collaboration between the Seeds of Hope Foundation, Bell Canada, local community
associations, and the City of Toronto. Michael is a volunteer member of the Wellesley Green
Public Park committee, the Ontario Capital Precinct Working Group, and has recently
contributed the Art & Culture component for a Yonge Street Heritage Conservation District
designation application. Michael has a BFA from the University of Manitoba.

Karin Eaton
Karin has been involved in community arts activities for over 30 years. In 1990, Karin initiated a
community mural project that developed into the organization Mural Routes. Karin was
President of Mural Routes from its incorporation in 1994, and in July 2005 took the position of
Executive Director. Mural Routes has received international recognition as a leading force in
networking, promotion and development of community mural art.
Karin is recognized as a leader in the field of community mural production. Over the past 15
years, she has conducted many workshops and presentations related to community mural
production, including four Global Mural Conferences, the Modern Murals Expert Meeting at the
Getty Conservation Institute and the MCMP Conference in Valencia, Spain. She developed the
National Mural Symposium in 1995, and has designed and coordinated 14 symposia since that
time.
Karin is an arts consultant for public art projects with a focus on outdoor murals. She also
provides creative consulting and facilitation in marketing, fundraising and community arts
development.

Louise Garfield
Louise Garfield is Executive Director of Arts Etobicoke, and a veteran of the thriving cultural
scene in Toronto. Her varied background in film & television, theatre and dance as a producer,
writer, performer and choreographer, (notably as a founding member of the brilliant feminist
lip-sync artists The Clichettes), lend her administrator’s eyes a distinct sensibility.
Louise was one of the three founding partners at Triptych Media, an acclaimed Toronto based
film and television production company. She is an alumnus of the Canadian Film Centre, a
founding member of Danceworks, the Women’s Cultural Building and currently sits on the
board of Dance Collection Danse.
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Carol Knowlton Dority
Carol aspires to be open to new and sometimes surprising thoughts which develop as she
considers her part in the human experience. She has enjoyed a variety of opportunities to bring
children and visual arts together; as a classroom teacher in both public and private school
settings, and as an art educator for the Toronto District School Board, The Bishop Strachan
School, Branksome Hall and organizations such as City of Toronto Public Health, City of Toronto
Special Events, DiscoverAbility and the RedEye Studio Gallery in the Distillery District.
As President of Mural Routes, Knowlton-Dority is part of a vital team whose purpose is to
educate, engage and enhance communities through the creation of mural and public art. As
well, she has developed projects for, and in conjunction with, groups such as Fairlawn
Community Centre, Youth Without Shelter and Delisle Youth Centre. She is also active in the
arts community through the University of Toronto, the Royal Conservatory of Music and Visual
Arts Ontario.
Shelley Marchand
Shelley is the Health and Safety Coordinator for the Town of Essex. She is certified in Health and
Safety by the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board and worked on site in the construction
industry for many years for large companies such as Ford Motor Company, Nemak of Canada,
General Motors and Chrysler Canada. Transitioning to the public sector has brought many new
challenges relating to health and safety with the most recent being a WorkWell Audit which the
Town was successful in passing on its first attempt with an 84%. Marchand brings with her
today over 15 years experience in health and safety to share with you today.

Marlene Markham-Gay
Mural Tour Guide Marlene Markham-Gay retired from the Essex Business Improvement Area for
the Town of Essex after 21 years. During those 21 years she was on several Town Committees
including the Mural Committee. She was Chair of the Committee for two of the ten years she
was a member. Marlene is married to Bill Gay (former councilor for the Town of Essex). She and
Bill reside in Leamington, Ontario. Their extended family includes five grown children and eight
grandchildren.
Marlene attended several mural symposiums during those years, meeting muralist and people
who like her, were dedicated to the community and desiring to save its history in an outdoor art
gallery, as well as attracting tourism.

Meg Saligman
Meg Saligman was painted her first mural in 1989 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Since then her
talents have blossomed into an internationally recognized mural career. Meg has created
Philadelphia’s landmark “Common Threads” at Broad and Spring Garden Streets. Other well
known works include “Philadelphia Muses” on 13th and Locust Streets, a multimedia “Theatre of
Life” on Broad and Lombard Streets and the new “Passing Through” wall that can be seen
looming over the Schuylkill Expressway. Saligman’s work can be seen in both the national and
international arena of public Art. She has created work from a fresco in Mexico City to the
largest publicly funded project in the United States in Shreveport, Louisiana.
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Meg’s work has been celebrated nationally. In 2006, Saligman was featured as one of ten
muralists from throughout the country who has been influential in the past decade in the
national publication, Public Art Review. She has received numerous awards that include
honours from The National Endowment of the Arts, The Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation, The
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, and Philadelphia’s Leeway Foundation. As
As a public artist whose work has a worldwide following, Saligman is a master of transforming
the two-dimensional surface. Using a variety of media that includes paint, light and glass, she is
known for her collaborative process and intricate designs, which bring new life to existing
architecture.

Wayne Winiecki
Wayne is an artist, furniture finisher, painter and paint consultant who makes his living
restoring murals around the world. Wayne, also known as “The Mural Medic”, uses the acrylic
polymer B72 to restore and protect outdoor murals, solving common problems like fading,
cracking, peeling, discoloring, staining, and bleeding. He has received worldwide recognition
for his mural restoration and preservation, beginning with the 22 murals in his hometown of
Twentynine Palms, California. Wayne has also restored murals in the towns of Bishop, Cotico,
Lindsay, and Tehachapi, California, in Tasmania and Chemainus, B.C.
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Appendix
From Presentation Project Essentials Part 2: Mural Contacts, Karin Eaton at Mural Routes
National Mural Symposium, Essex, ON (2013)

SAMPLE
CALL FOR I NTEREST
for Mural Artists
Deadline: Friday, May 14, 201X

COMPETITION FOR INSTALLATION OF AN OUTDOOR MURAL AT 1234 NONAME AVE, TORONTO

Insert photo of site with address

GENERAL INFORMATION
1)

The competition is for artists who have had past experience in designing and painting
outdoor murals.

2)

The objective of the project is to create mural art to enhance the façade and pillars of

3)

The theme of the mural will be chosen in consultation with ________and building

the plaza at 1234 Noname Avenue Please see photos attached.
owner.
4)

One artist will be selected from submitted letters of interest to design and paint the
mural.

5)

Decisions of the selection committee are final.
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6)

The mural will be painted according to a schedule that suits the artist and the property

7)

A fee of $xxxxx will be paid for design, wall preparation and painting of the mural.

8)

Primer, paint and UV coating will be supplied for the project.

9)

Brushes, transportation and personal accident insurance are the responsibility of the

owner, but should be completed by xxxxxx, 201X

artist.
10)

A written agreement will be entered into with the selected artist.

REQUIREMENTS
1) Artists must be able to demonstrate successful completion of high quality outdoor
murals within the past 5 years.
2) Entries must be received by 5 p.m. on xxxx, 201X

APPLICATION PROCESS
1. Submit a current résumé, a letter expressing the artist’s interest and availability for the
project.
2. Include up to 5 photos of recent work.
3. Entries may be submitted:
-

By email to xxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.com please put “Mural artist application” with
your name, in the subject line.

Or by mail to (ADDRESS)

…………………………………………………………………………
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SAMPLE CONTRACT WI TH PROPERTY OWNER
THIS AGREEMENT was made in duplicate this ________ day of _________, 20XX
BETWEEN:
MURAL ROUTES INCORPORATED
OF THE FIRST PART
Hereinafter referred to as “Mural Routes”
– and –
OF THE SECOND PART
X‐COMPANY
Hereinafter referred to as the “Owner”

WHEREAS Mural Routes is a not‐for‐profit charitable organization with a mandate to create and
promote public art murals
AND WHEREAS the Owner is the registered Owner of the building at
(ADDRESS) ________________________________________________________________________
1.

2.

3.
4.

The Owner hereby agrees to permit employees of Mural Routes to paint a Mural located at
….ADDRESS…………….being the exterior face of the West facing wall of the building,
hereinafter called the “Wall”.
The Owner agrees not to deface, cover, destroy, damage, alter or directly obstruct the
visibility of the Mural.
A theme for the mural will be established and a sketch proposal will be presented to the
Owner for approval before painting.
Damage to the painting that is caused by deterioration of the Wall, will be the responsibility
of the Owner.
The Owner agrees that if repairs are required to be made to the Wall, the Owner will notify
Mural Routes in writing of this intention to repair. Once authorization has been received
from Mural Routes the Owner agrees to proceed with the approved repairs using all
reasonable efforts to minimize the damage to the Mural.
Mural Routes agrees to maintain the mural in good condition if it is defaced by vandalism
for a period of Five years after completion of the mural.
Mural Routes will use all reasonable efforts not to interfere with the business being
conducted by the Owner and tenants/occupiers of the Building.
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5.

6.

The Owner will assist Mural Routes to coordinate the painting of the Mural with the
affected tenant(s)/occupier(s) of the Building.
The Owner agrees to permit by prior appointment Mural Routes and its employees access to
the Lands at all reasonable times in order to complete the Mural and to undertake any
necessary inspections, approvals or repairs and Mural Routes will use all reasonable efforts
not to interfere with the business conducted by the Owner and other tenants/occupiers of
the Building.
In the event that the Wall with the mural is to be demolished or painted over, the Owner
will notify Mural Routes prior to the demolition or painting.

SIGNED
X‐COMPANY (owner)
Per:__________________________
Name: ______________________

Title: _______________________
MURAL ROUTES INC.
Per:__________________________

Name: ______________________

Title: _______________________
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